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A progressive damage simulation algorithm for GFRP composites under cyclic loading. 

Part II: FE Implementation and model validation 

 

Elias N. Eliopoulos, Theodore P. Philippidis1 

Department of Mechanical Engineering & Aeronautics, University of Patras 

P.O. Box 1401, GR 26504 Panepistimioupolis, Rio, Greece 

 

Abstract 

The FE implementation of FADAS, a material constitutive model capable of simulating 

the mechanical behaviour of GFRP composites under variable amplitude multiaxial 

cyclic loading, was presented. The discretization of the problem domain by means of FE 

is necessary for predicting the damage progression in real structures, as failure initiates 

at the vicinity of a stress concentrator, causing stress redistribution and the gradual 

spread of damage until the global failure of the structure. The implementation of the 

stiffness and strength degradation models in the principal material directions of the 

unidirectional ply was thoroughly discussed. Details were also presented on the FE 

models developed, the computational effort needed and the definition of final failure 

considered. Numerical predictions were corroborated satisfactorily by experimental data 

from constant amplitude uniaxial fatigue of multidirectional Glass/Epoxy laminates 

under various stress ratios. The validation of predictions included fatigue strength, 

stiffness degradation and residual static strength after cyclic loading. 

 

Keywords: Polymer-matrix composites (PMCs) (A), Fatigue (B), Damage mechanics 

(B), Finite element analysis (FEA) (C), Life prediction (D) 

 

1. Introduction 

                                                 
1 Corresponding author: e-mail: philippidis@mech.upatras.gr, Tel. +30-2610-969450, 997235, 
Fax: +30-2610-969417 
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The design of lightweight, efficient structures requires extended use of composite 

materials and development of damage tolerant procedures for life and strength 

prediction in the presence of accumulated damage. For this kind of analysis, the effect 

of local failure and stiffness degradation due to cyclic loading, causing stress 

redistribution, should be investigated. To this end a FAtigue DAmage Simulator 

(FADAS) was developed [1] and was implemented as a material model routine in a 

commercial FE code. Due to the complicated geometry of a real structure and the 

existence of multiple confined domains in its volume with different in essence 

mechanical properties, the analytical stress and strain calculations are impossible and 

only numerical schemes such as the FE method are fit for the purpose. 

 

There are relatively few works published on the subject, most of them in the last two 

decades. Perhaps, the most complete work of this type of approach was published by 

Shokrieh and Lessard [2]-[3]. They have developed a method that could be used as a 

design tool, predicting life, residual stiffness and strength of a laminate based on ply 

properties. 

 

Van Paepegem et al. [4]-[9] have developed a stiffness degradation based damage 

mechanics model, using material properties of a cross ply laminate and not of the 

unidirectional (UD) ply. So, the model does not predict failure modes of the ply but the 

macroscopic failure of the cross ply laminate. It includes a number of parameters, fitted 

by experiments on a specific load case (single side displacement-controlled bending) 

which obviously depend on the stacking sequence and the load case. 

 

Gagel et al. [10] have presented a method for predicting stiffness degradation of a 

certain lay-up introducing laws for the crack densities in two specified directions, the 
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parameters of which depend on the stacking sequence and the loading case. Hochard et 

al. [11] have presented a first ply failure model i.e. non damage tolerant for a woven ply 

laminate with limited experimental verification however. 

 

Sihn and Park [12] have presented an integrated design module for predicting strength 

and life of composite structures. No experimental evidence on the validity of their 

method was presented. Although this type of approach, based on micromechanics, 

seems promising for the future, from an engineering point of view, composite material 

properties are certified at the ply level and thus before a life prediction method based on 

micromechanics could be used, wide agreement on characterization procedures and test 

methods for fibres and resins should be sought. 

 

Lian and Yao [13] have proposed a FE based method predicting the fatigue life at a 

single stress ratio (R=0) using randomly assigned material properties and stiffness 

degradation based strength degradation models. They reported satisfactory agreement of 

numerical predictions and experimental data, however, tests for the input data and 

verification tests were all performed for the same stress ratio. 

 

In this paper, the FADAS methodology presented in the first part of this work [1], was 

implemented in a commercial FE code and validated by extensive comparison with 

uniaxial constant amplitude experimental data from Glass/Epoxy multidirectional (MD) 

prismatic coupons at various stress ratios, R. 

 

2. FADAS FE implementation 

In an earlier numerical implementation of the non-linear version of FADAS for 

homogeneous stress fields [14], any load sequence was simulated in small steps, e.g. 40 
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per cycle. Fatigue calculations, i.e. strength and stiffness degradation due to cyclic 

loading were performed each time a local min or max of each stress component was 

detected, for the respective stress component. That version of FADAS was validated by 

constant (CA) and variable amplitude (VA) fatigue tests and residual static strength 

tests after CA fatigue. In the present FE implementation the simulation time for each 

load step is much higher. In fact it is a multiple of the number of integration points of 

the entire FE model, since all calculations are performed separately for each one of 

them. An alternative approach was followed when the applied loading was of CA. For 

the time being and for moderate CPU resources, it is not practical to simulate 

applications of VA loading with the actual FE version of FADAS. Nevertheless, even 

external loading of CA generates VA cyclic stress components in each ply due to 

strength and stiffness degradation driven by cyclic loading and local sudden failures, 

causing stress redistribution. 

 

While the external load is incrementally applied, the max and min values of each 

component of stress in each ply are determined. When a cycle of the external load is 

completed, the corresponding stress ratio Ri, and stress amplitude σia for each stress 

tensor component in the principal coordinate system of the layer can be calculated by: 

min

max

i
i

i

σ

R , i 1,2,6
σ

= =  (1) 

max mini i
ia

σ σ

σ , i 1,2,6
2

−
= =  (2) 

For each Ri, the number of cycles to failure, Ni, for the developed stress range is 

calculated by means of linear interpolation from the CLD corresponding to each stress 

component. 
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The obtained Ni is required for the calculation of the cumulative life fraction for each 

stress component that is used in the stiffness degradation models: 

( ) ( )

i i

i i iλ 1 λ

n n Δn
, i 1,2,6

N N N
+

= + =∑ ∑  (3) 

Indices into parentheses in the above relation, i.e. (λ), (λ+1), denote the external load 

cycle number that was simulated, hence the term Δn in the second term of the right hand 

side denoting an arbitrary block of CA cycles defined by the user considered to be of the 

same mean and range as the simulated one. Then, for VA cyclic stress, which is always 

the case even for CA external cyclic load, the ratio n/N in the stiffness degradation 

models of Eq. (4) in [1] has to be replaced by the cumulative life fraction given by Eq. 

(3) above. 

 

At the present FADAS implementation, this parameter, Δn, was left fixed for 

programming simplicity. For each case, after several numerical experiments, it was 

selected as a compromise between accuracy and realistic computational effort to have 

Δn such as to simulate ca. 10 to 20 full cycles (distant by Δn) in the life span of the 

coupon. Other researchers have developed more sophisticated models using adaptive 

values of Δn depending on damage accumulation, e.g. [5]. 

 

The values of ply engineering constants E2t and G12t for unloading are calculated by 

multiplying the respective reloading properties, given by Eq. (2) of [1], with 1.001. As 

the full cycle of external load is simulated for a limited number of times, this value is 

known to predict very limited increasing permanent strain values. However, even with 

this value the resulting strain would be different for another user selected Δn block of 

cycles number but this is not expected to affect FADAS predictions even for matrix 

dominated lay-ups, concerning number of cycles to failure, residual strength and 
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stiffness since all material models and failure conditions are stress rather than strain 

based. Since no reliable experimental data were available for deriving accurate 

permanent strain models or implementing existing theoretical models, this was the 

simplest way to introduce increasing permanent strain due to cyclic loading since 

permanent strain due to increasing stress level and/or local failure was already included 

in the routine, Eq. (3) in [1] and post-IFF model respectively. 

 

The calculated number of cycles to failure Ni, i=1,2,6 are also used with the strength 

degradation models. When a cycle of external load is completed, the residual tensile 

strength in the fibres direction ( )rT λ 1X +  is reduced by using an adapted form for VA 

cyclic stress of the Broutman & Sahu model [15], only if the maximum stress is 

positive. 

 

The residual tensile strength in the fibre direction at the (λ+1) simulated cycle can be 

readily proved to be given by: 

( )
( )r

r

T T λ

T T 1maxT λ 1
T 1max 1

X X Δn
X X ( X σ )

X σ N+

−⎡ ⎤
= − − +⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 (4) 

The first term in the brackets, added in 1Δn N , is the ratio of the equivalent number of 

cycles to 1N , eq 1n N , which in turn is the number of CA cycles at the actual stress level 

of σ1max that would reduce the static strength down to the value of ( )rT λ
X , see Schaff and 

Davidson [16]. 

 

For the compressive residual strength in the fibres direction, the use of the sudden death 

model, see e.g. Eq. (6) of [1], might be prohibited (numerical precision problems) for 

high values of the exponent of the equation due to very small reduction of the strength. 
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In such cases an alternative formulation based on a modified linear model, Eliopoulos 

[17], can be used: 

( )
( )

( )
r

r

C C λ

C C 1minC λ 1
1C 1min

X X Δn
X X β( X σ )

Nβ X σ
+

−⎡ ⎤
= − − +⎢ ⎥

−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (5) 

The constant β is an arbitrary small positive number, e.g. 10-3, 10-6. Its value is not of 

importance provided that the term ( ) C1 β X−  is greater than the largest 1minσ  in the 

time series and almost equal to XC. Nevertheless, the values suggested in the above 

were efficiently used for the verification examples presented in this work. The 

degradation model is supplemented by the following logical statement: 

If ( ) ( )
r C 1minC λ 1X 1 β X β σ+ ≤ − +  then ( )r 1minC λ 1X σ+ =  (6) 

Then, a fibres failure in compression (FFC) damage mode occurs. 

 

The degradation scheme for the compressive residual strength formed of the two Eq. (5) 

and (6) has a numerically stable sudden death response. Therefore, under C-C and T-C 

cyclic loading the compressive strength degradation is calculated by means of Eq. (5) 

and (6); otherwise it remains unchanged. 

 

Implementation in the routine of the residual strength models for the transverse to the 

fibres direction and in-plane shear was performed in the same way as for the fibre 

direction. 

 

3. FE models 

The FADAS routine has been successfully integrated in ANSYS commercial code and 

has been adapted to various element formulations; plane strain, 3D brick and shell. For 

the validation cases presented in this work, all results were derived using the 

SHELL181 element [18], governed by the Mindlin-Reissner shell theory. It is a 4-node 
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layered element with six degrees of freedom at each node. The reduced integration 

option was selected with 1 integration point location at the area of the element and 3 

integration points through the thickness of each layer. Non-linear geometry effects were 

also included although not of great importance for the cases considered, i.e. axial in-

plane loading of prismatic coupons. 

 

The user defined material constitutive model was implemented in a FORTRAN routine 

[19] which was compiled with ANSYS core code and a new executable ANSYS file 

was created, reducing the solution time a lot, since calculations of the elastic properties 

for each successive load step were performed at the same time with the stress-strain 

calculations and not externally later, e.g. using APDL commands. Static analysis was 

performed, considered to be valid for low strain rate loading cases. Since all verification 

test data were at room temperature conditions, as it is also approximately the polymeric 

system cure of the composites, environmental conditions effects were neglected in the 

analysis. 

 

Two different FE models were developed because of different coupon geometry and 

stacking sequences of the specimens tested. The ISO 14129 [±45]S specimens were 

modelled with 1920 elements and 4 layers and the standard OB MD specimens, used in 

the OPTIMAT BLADES project, with 768 elements and 14 layers. Displacements along 

x and z axes of all nodes located at the left tab area, Fig. 1, except those at the internal 

edge AB of the tab were constrained. In addition, the y-displacements of all nodes 

located on the centreline were also constrained. However, all other nodes of the left tab 

were left free to move in the y-direction to simulate Poisson contraction of the laminate 

under the compliant tab material. Axial load in the x-direction was equally shared by all 

the nodes located on the right tab area except those at the internal edge CD of the tab, 
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Fig. 1. Nodal displacements of the centreline of the same tab were also constrained in 

the y- and z-direction.  
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Fig. 1: Boundary conditions shown on OB coupon geometry 
 

4. Computational procedure 

An incremental stress-strain analysis was performed and to that end external loading 

was also applied incrementally. The number of load steps per cycle at different stress 

ratios was optimized as follows. Under T-C loading (R=-1) 60 load steps were foreseen; 

40 loading (20 tensile and 20 compressive) and 20 unloading (10 tensile and 10 

compressive). Under pure tensile and compressive loadings, R=0.1 (T-T) and R=10 (C-

C) respectively, 30 load steps were realized per cycle; 22 loading and 8 unloading. 

Upon unloading the material behaviour was assumed linear, so fewer steps were needed. 

The two load steps after the end of loading or unloading segments are much smaller, 

e.g. 2 to 3 orders of magnitude less than the other, so as the change of loading condition 

was detected with negligible stress and strain variation. 

 

For the residual static strength predictions, the FE model was first subjected to CA 

cyclic loading until the desired life fraction. Then, static loading up to failure was 

imposed with the load increment being 5 MPa for the [(±45/0)4/±45]T model and 1 MPa 

for that of the [±45]S. 
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The CPU time needed for each simulation depends of course on the number of elements 

and layers of the FE model but also on the cycle block number Δn defined by the user. 

For the MD and the ISO [±45]S coupons, the CPU time was 6s per load step. Total time 

for each simulation was a couple of hours in an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q6600 @ 2.4 

GHz and 4 GB of RAM. 

 

4.1. Final failure 

While ply failure in one or more different modes might occur even from the first load 

steps of the first cycle, depending on the stress level, the routine continues the 

calculations without interruption until positive definiteness of the laminate stiffness 

matrix is lost. This might not occur in practice; however, near the final laminate failure 

a drastic stiffness loss is observed and for this reason the coupon is considered to have 

failed when the axial displacement of the loaded edge of the model in the loading 

direction exceeds in a disproportional manner its previous values. 

 

5. Validation of numerical predictions 

5.1. Experimental data 

The present FE version of FADAS has been implemented with ply properties derived 

for the OB_UD glass/epoxy composite. For the verification of the numerical 

predictions, extensive comparison with experimental data was performed. MD 

laminates made of the basic UD ply material were subjected to various loading 

conditions consisting of CA cyclic loading of different stress ratios and residual static 

strength tests after CA loading. All tests were on prismatic specimens under axial 

loading. All above cited experimental data from MD laminates are not used in FADAS; 

they are only considered for validating its predictions. 
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Details on the experimental procedure, measurements and results discussed in this 

section can be found in the OPTIDAT database and dedicated reports in the OPTIMAT 

BLADES site [20]-[26]. 

 

5.2. Results and discussion 

The FADAS routine requires input data only from UD ply material properties, so the 

entire necessary input set for the FE simulation of any laminate subjected to any loading 

case was as presented in [1]. The UD ply thickness was set equal to 0.94 mm except for 

the +45° and -45° layers of the [(±45/0)4/±45]T laminate where a thickness of 0.33 mm 

was used since a bidirectional stitched fabric of ±45 orientations was used instead of 

discrete layers from the basic OB_UD composite. 

 

The predicted S-N curves were derived by means of linear regression on a double 

logarithmic scale of three simulated stress levels for each case. Max and min prediction 

values presented in the graph results are related to the range Δn of the applied block of 

cycles, i.e. when failure is predicted at the beginning of a simulated cycle it is not 

known in which exactly cycle from the Δn has occurred. 

 

FADAS is a general purpose algorithm for multi-axial, VA loading of MD laminates 

implementing several material models at the principal directions of the UD ply. Any 

modification of its parameters can potentially affect the results. The performance of all 

models introduced in accurately representing the average material behaviour is 

satisfactory, as expected, since all models were fitted to respective UD data by means of 

non-linear regression. A preliminary sensitivity analysis showed that only the S-N 

curves definition and constant life diagram formulation, presented in section 4 of [1], 
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affect drastically the predictions as far as number of cycles to failure, residual strength 

or stiffness of any MD laminate are concerned. 

 

Simulations were performed for the MD laminated coupons under a great variety of 

stress ratios, i.e. R=-0.4, -2.5, 0.5, 0.1, -1 and 10 and predictions concerning fatigue 

strength, stiffness and strength degradation were in general satisfactorily corroborated 

by the test data. Due to space limitations, only few cases are presented in the following 

sections. 

 

5.2.1. ISO 14129 [±45]S coupons 

Tensile (R=0.1) CA loading of the [±45]S laminate was simulated at three stress levels 

σmax=90.6, 63.6 and 48.5 MPa corresponding to expected number of cycles to failure 

equal to 1000, 50000 and 1·106 respectively. The predicted numbers of cycles were 450-

500, 37500-40000, and 900000-950000 respectively; they were compared with test data 

reported by Philippidis et al. [20] in Fig. 2. The results are more conservative for the 

higher stress level and improve at the lower ones. 
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Fig. 2: Comparison between simulation results and exp. data, [±45]S under R=0.1 

 

The predicted axial stiffness degradation of the coupon was compared to the 

experimental one in Fig. 3. The experimental stiffness was derived by end displacement 
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data, while the predicted one was determined using the axial displacement of the two 

most distant nodes on the centreline of the FE model at the edges of the gauge length. 

The stiffness degradation is predicted to be higher for the lower stress levels following 

the trend of the experimental data. Nevertheless, simulation results are corroborated by 

the respective experimental data although more stiff in general. 
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Fig. 3: Validation of stiffness degradation predictions. [±45]S under R=0.1 

 

The residual static strength of ISO 14129 [±45]S coupons after CA loading up to a 

certain life fraction was predicted and the results were compared to the respective 

experimental data (RS exp.) from [23]-[24] and the macroscopic residual strength model 

of Broutman-Sahu (BR) in Fig. 4. The experimental S-N curve, the static strength (ST 

exp.) of the intact coupon and the prematurely failed coupons (pr. fail.) during the 

residual strength test program also appear in the same figure. Tests and simulation were 

performed at 4 stress levels σmax, namely 78.3 MPa (expected N to failure 5000 cycles), 

63.6 MPa (50000 cycles), 55.6 MPa (220000 cycles) and 48.5 MPa (1·106 cycles) for 

several life fractions, i.e. 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. 
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Fig. 4: Residual strength predictions for [±45]S coupons after CA loading under R=0.1 

 

The predictions are in good agreement with the macroscopic residual strength model 

BR and are corroborated satisfactorily by the experimental data. As also noticed 

previously, they improve for the lower stress levels. Some numerical results are not 

displayed because FADAS predicted failure during the CA loading suite. 

 

5.2.2. MD laminate [(±45/0)4/±45]T under R=0.1 

Experimental data for the MD laminate on-axis loaded under various R ratios were 

reported by Krause and Kensche [21]. Simulation results for the case of T-T (R=0.1) 

CA loading were presented in Fig. 5 along with test data for comparison. Calculations 

were performed at three stress levels, σmax= 317, 252 and 186 MPa with expected 

number of cycles to failure equal to 5000, 50000 and 1·106 respectively. The 

corresponding numerical predictions were equal to N=2000-2250, 27500-30000 and 

600000-650000. 
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Fig. 5: Comparison of simulation results and test data, [(±45/0)4/±45]T, R=0.1 

 

Concerning stiffness degradation measurements, the strain was measured with an 

extensometer of 25 mm gauge length for 10 coupons at R=0.1; 3 at σmax= 317 MPa, 4 at 

σmax= 252 MPa and 3 at σmax= 186 MPa [27]. The laminate stiffness was determined by 

dividing the stress range of each cycle to the respective strain range and was normalized 

with respect to the stiffness of the first cycle. These data (Exp.) were compared to the 

respective FADAS predictions (Fig. 6). The predicted stiffness was determined as the 

slope of the linear regression model of the entire stress-strain loop, with the strain 

calculated using the axial displacement results from two nodes on the centreline of the 

FE model distant by 25 mm and was normalized with respect to the stiffness of the first 

simulated cycle. 
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Fig. 6: Validation of stiffness degradation predictions. [(±45/0)4/±45]T, R=0.1 
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The experimental data show the typical three-stage stiffness degradation of the 

composite MD laminates reported by several researchers, i.e. rapid stiffness degradation 

at the beginning of the cyclic loading followed by moderate stiffness degradation for the 

most of the fatigue life and a drastic stiffness drop near the final failure. It is also 

observed that the stiffness degradation is higher for the lower stress levels (high-cycle 

fatigue), which was also observed in other works, e.g. CA fatigue tests on 

Glass/Polyester MD coupons by Philippidis and Vassilopoulos [28]. FADAS predicts as 

well the trend of the three-stage stiffness degradation which is higher for lower stress 

levels although the difference is less pronounced than in the experimental data. 

Furthermore, the stiffness degradation predictions are lower in general than the 

experimental values. 

 

Tensile and compressive residual strength tests were performed after CA cyclic loading 

at three stress levels, namely 372 MPa (expected N=1000 cycles), 252 MPa (50000 

cycles) and 186 MPa (1·106 cycles) for three life fractions, 20%, 50% or 80%, see [25]-

[26]. The residual strength predictions of the [(±45/0)4/±45]T laminate at R=0.1 were 

compared to the experimental data in Fig. 7.  

 

Fig. 7: Residual strength of the MD laminate after CA loading under R=0.1 
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The tensile residual strength results are in good agreement with the macroscopic BR 

model at the lower stress levels while they are more conservative at the higher one. The 

compressive residual strength predictions show insignificant strength degradation which 

is also the case for the tests. Similar results were also derived for other stress ratios, e.g. 

R=-1. 

 

It is interesting to note that the residual compressive strength after tension-tension 

cyclic loading cannot be predicted with macroscopic models such as the sudden death 

described by Eq. (6) of [1] while it can be efficiently predicted with FADAS. 

 

5.2.3. MD laminate [(±45/0)4/±45]T off-axis loaded under R=-1 

Two more data sets from CA cyclic testing of coupons cut off-axis at 10º and 60º from 

the [(±45/0)4/±45]T laminate were reported by Philippidis et al. [22]. This test series was 

aiming to generate different complex stress states in the layers of the MD lay-up and 

investigate the effect on numerical life prediction of lay-ups without fibres in the load 

direction. The stacking sequence of these off-axis coupons was given by [(55/-

35/10)4/55/-35]T and [(-75/15/60)4/-75/15]T respectively.  

 

Tests were performed at two stress levels, high and low, under reversed loading, R=-1. 

Experimental results along with FADAS numerical predictions for both lay-ups were 

presented in Fig. 8. For the [(55/-35/10)4/55/-35]T coupons, numerical simulations were 

performed for σmax=230, 172 and 114 MPa while σmax=105, 87 and 54 MPa were the 

corresponding levels for the MD [60]-off-axis coupons. 

 

The agreement between numerical predictions and experimental data is not as good as 

for the previously presented S-N curves for the MD and the [±45]S laminates, this time 
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the FADAS predictions being optimistic. Final failure was dominated in both cases by 

fibre fracture of the [10] or [15] plies of the 10º and 60º off-axis MD laminates while all 

their other plies failed very early at various matrix damage modes, see Fig. 9, 10. The 

reason for the disagreement observed in Fig. 8 between the FADAS predictions and the 

test results is attributed to the Fibre Fracture (FF) criteria implemented in Puck failure 

theory [29]. Indeed, these limit conditions neglect the effect of in-plane shear stress on 

fibre fracture under tension and in the [10], [15] plies of the above laminates significant 

such stresses were developed that could drastically affect the mechanisms causing fibre 

fracture. The adoption of different FF criteria, including the effect of in-plane shear 

stress could improve these results as it was suggested in [30]. 
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Fig. 8: Fatigue strength of off-axis loaded MD coupons under R=-1 

(a) [35/-55/-10)4/35/-55]T, (b) [(-75/15/60)4/15/-75]T  

 

The different colours in Fig. 9-10 correspond to different failure modes. FFT and FFC 

stand for fibre fracture in tension and compression respectively while IFFA, IFFB and 

IFFC for inter-fibre fracture modes A, B and C respectively, see Puck and Schürmann 

[29]. 
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Fig. 9: Damage progression in the [(55/-35/10)4/55/-35]T laminate. R=-1, σmax=114 MPa 
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Fig. 10: Damage progression in the [(-75/15/60)4/-75/15]T laminate. R=-1, σmax=54 MPa 

 

The predicted failure modes of the [(55/-35/10)4/55/-35]T laminate at final failure, 

corresponding to n<800,000 cycles of Fig. 9, were compared visually to a failed 

coupon, see Fig. 11. The outer visible [-35] ply appears to have matrix cracks at most of 

the gauge length area. Compressive fibre fracture can be also observed along with fibre 

splitting and delaminated bundles. Explosive IFF mode C in the [55] ply underneath has 

probably contributed to this debonding. Besides matrix cracks at the entire gauge length 

area of the [-35] and [55] plies, FADAS has also predicted compressive fibre fracture 

extending along the width of the [-35] and [10] layers. Predictions were in fair 

agreement with the visual observations, although a damage mode such as delamination 

cannot be predicted with the actual FE shell element implementation of the routine. 
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-35o

10o

55o

 

Fig. 11: Comparison of the predicted failure modes for the [(55/-35/10)4/55/-35]T 

laminate with a failed coupon. R=-1, σmax=114 MPa 

 

Concerning the [(-75/15/60)4/-75/15]T coupon, see Fig. 12, FADAS predicted matrix 

failure at all plies and fibre fracture at the [-75] and [15] plies near the left tab at final 

failure. As it can be seen in the top surface of the failed coupon, matrix cracks spread at 

the entire gauge length of the outer [-75] ply along with compressive fibre fracture near 

the left tab, validating the numerical predictions.  

15o

60o

-75o

 

Fig. 12: Comparison of the predicted failure modes for the [(-75/15/60)4/-75/15]T 

laminate with a failed coupon. R=-1, σmax=54 MPa 

 

6. Conclusions 

The numerical implementation of an anisotropic non-linear constitutive model with 

progressive damage features in a commercial FE code was presented in this paper. 

FADAS can be used to predict life and residual strength/stiffness of composite 
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laminates subjected to static or cyclic multi-axial loading. In-plane mechanical 

properties of the material were fully characterized at the UD ply level while fatigue 

strength and stiffness/strength degradation of any multidirectional stacking sequence 

was predicted.  

 

The model was set up for a Glass/Epoxy UD material typical of those used in the wind 

turbine rotor blade industry and has been verified through a series of constant amplitude 

fatigue and residual strength tests on different lay-ups, simulating a variety of plane 

stress combinations and failure modes under various stress ratios R. 

 

The results indicate that the actual FE implementation of the FADAS algorithm yielded 

satisfactory predictions for the fatigue strength under CA axial loading and also for the 

static residual strength of prismatic specimens. The stiffness degradation predictions, 

slightly lower than the experimental ones, were in agreement with the repeatedly 

observed experimental behaviour of the MD composite laminates, i.e. the three-stage 

stiffness degradation being higher for lower stress levels. 

 

The early predicted failure initiation, even from the first cycles, highlights the 

importance of using damage tolerant methods, like FADAS, for realistic simulation of 

the mechanical behaviour of composite laminates under cyclic loading. 
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